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About me

• Seven years at Kellogg

• MBA (Kellogg ’84)

• 25 years of work experience
– Functions: marketing and general management
– Industries: online services/publishing, travel, consulting
– Contexts: large corporation, startup, not-for-profit
– Countries: US, Japan, Asia-Pacific
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About Kellogg

• Not case-based school

– Cases account for up to 50% of instruction

– No faculty case writing requirement

• Producing cases for ten years

– Focus on quality for past seven years

– Content producer, not distributor

– Collection of over 400 cases

– Sell 280,000 copies annually
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Mission of Kellogg case publishing team

Bring real-life learning into 
class…

through written cases, multimedia 
cases, and simulations…

that we research, write, and 
publish…

in partnership with faculty



Kellogg case publishing resources

• 3.5 full-time employees

• Annual production budget of $150,000
– Freelance writers
– Freelance editors
– Freelance formatters
– Travel and out-of-pocket expenses

• Other collaborators
– Distributors, e.g., Harvard Business Publishing
– Tech companies, e.g., SimCase, Narrasys
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Kellogg case publishing annual output

• 25 to 35 published cases

• 10 unpublished cases

• ≤1 simulation

• Several mini-cases

• Other materials and services
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Sources of case ideas

• Faculty contact or reading

• Faculty research

• Alumni

• Companies

• Case publishing
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Case basics

• Must meet a course need
– Challenge for alumni and companies

• Learning objectives
– Fit course
– Fit story

• Discussion questions
– Support learning objectives

• Backward design
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Learning objectives (Bloom’s Taxonomy)
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Type of Learning 
Objective Question Action verbs

Remembering Can the student recall the 
information?

Define, duplicate, list, memorize, recall, 
repeat, reproduce, state

Understanding Can the student explain ideas 
or concepts?

Classify, describe, discuss, explain, 
identify, locate, recognize, report, select, 
translate, paraphrase

Applying Can the student use the 
information or concepts in a 
new situation?

Choose, demonstrate, dramatize, employ, 
illustrate, interpret, operate, schedule, 
sketch, solve, use, write

Analyzing Can the student distinguish 
between the different parts of 
an idea, model, or concept?

Appraise, compare, contrast, criticize, 
differentiate, discriminate, distinguish, 
examine, experiment, question, test

Evaluating Can the student justify a stand 
or decision?

Appraise, argue, defend, judge, select, 
support, value, evaluate

Creating Can the student create a new 
product or point of view?

Assemble, construct, create, design, 
develop, formulate, write
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Case creation process at Kellogg

Research / write Review / edit / format / 
publish

Research / write Review / edit / format / 
publish

Case publishing Faculty

Path 1

Path 2



Role of case publishing

• Project management

• Research and writing 

• Consultation

• Quality control

• Style consistency

• Distribution
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Challenges

• Learning objectives

• Fit

• Company

• Organization/structure

• Length
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Case teaching
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Planning to teach

• Clarify learning objectives

• Identify “chunks” or “pastures”

• Plan key question(s)

• Plan transitions

• Plan board use

• Plan summary comments



Leading a discussion

• Participants

• Questions

• Listening

• Responding



Focus questions

Question Type Examples

Poll / Vote Who thinks the company should move ahead? Which 
of the following three choices do you support?

Diagnostic Why is the firm in trouble? What are the causes of the 
current situation?

Action What should the firm do? What plan of action does that 
analysis suggest?

Priority / 
Sequence

Which of these issues is most important? Most urgent? 
Do any of these need to be addressed before others?

Prediction How will competitors react to your recommended 
action? What do you think will happen if you do that?

Hypothetical If the company had followed your recommendation in 
the past would things have turned out differently? 



Reflection questions

Question Type Examples

Open-ended What was your reaction to the case? What is going on?

Relationship Have you had a similar experience in your career? How 
does this relate to what we discussed last class?

Generalization
What general principle can you draw from this 
situation? In what other situations could you apply the 
same approach?

Summarization Will you summarize the situation? What lessons did you 
learn from this case?



Follow-up questions

Question Type Examples

Extension Are there situations in which your recommendation 
would not work?

Perspective What arguments counter your view? What are the 
weaknesses in your argument?

Probe Can you say more? Why do you think that is the best 
course of action? 

Reaction Do you agree with the previous comment? How does 
that relate to your recommendation? 

Challenge What data supports your recommendation? What else 
would need to be true in order for that to be true?

Involvement Would someone like to add to that comment? Who has 
a different opinion?



Questions to avoid

Question Type Examples

Informational What was the company’s market share? Was the company 
more or less profitable than its competitors?

Yes / No Should the new product be introduced? Is it a good idea to 
move forward with the price increase?



Participant Types
Participant Description

Progressing • New to material
• Initially listens and makes elementary points infrequently
• Frequency and competence increases 

Monopolizer • Hand always raised
• Participates often
• Repeats comments or makes unsupported assertions

Hot and Cold • Seldom participates
• Some remarks insignificant
• Other contributions good

Summarizer • Participates regularly
• Comments during latter part of class
• Skilled at summarizing 

Specialist • Contributes frequently
• Shifts focus to specialty

Adapted from Christensen, Education for Judgment, p. 184-188



Participant Types (cont.)
Participant Description

Solid • Articulate and well-prepared
• Participates with moderate frequency
• Waits for opportunities to make unique points

Show-Off • Expertise in subject matter
• Shows off 
• Disdain for other students

Monitor • Aware of process
• Points out tangents or timing issues
• Summarize or suggests new topics

Slacker • Often unprepared
• Not interested in participating

Adapted from Christensen, Education for Judgment, p. 184-188



Responding to Students

• Analysis for its own sake
• Student errors
• Overlooked comments 
• Validating student comments
• Emotional comments
• Non-participants
• Long silence
• Off-topic comments
• Student questions or objections
• Student challenge or disagreement
• Personal attack
• Vague generalization
• Encouraging meta-analysis of discussion process

Adapted from Christensen, Education for Judgment



Student listening problems

Problem Description

Mortar Lob Student has prepared one point to discuss, injects it without 
relationship to discussion

Mongoose Strike Student selectively challenges minor weakness in previous 
statement

Spartan’s Shield Student doesn’t respond to question, offers another point

Pit Bull Student pursues same line of attack and hangs on 
tenaciously

Tune-Out, Type A: 
I Don’t Need to Know 
This

Student does not recognize the importance and relevance 
of points being made

Tune-Out, Type B: 
I Already Know This

Student believes material is already understood

Adapted from Christensen, Education for Judgment



Instructor listening problems

Problem Description

The Teacher’s 
Express

Instructor asks students only to fill in the blanks in a pre-
planned script

Hiding the Ball Teacher looks for a preferred answer

Everything Goes Teacher positively affirms all answers

Adapted from Christensen, Education for Judgment


